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“Take into account that with great love and
great achievements come great risk.”
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– Unknown!
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I NTRODUCTION
Throughout our lives we may become frustrated or disappointed in our own thoughts.
We face challenges in many types of situations. Honestly, changing your mindset can be
a challenge in itself, especially when you’re in trying situations. How do you react? Do
you sometimes freeze up when faced with obstacles because you!re unsure of what to
do? If so, unfortunately, before your know it, some opportunities may pass you by.
Opportunities that once passed you by can be turned into steppingstones on your way
to victory. Once you add a few simple strategies to your arsenal, you will be
unstoppable on your path to success. Of course, you’re human, and you will experience
struggles along the journey. But when you commit to applying these healthy strategies,
you will discover that success comes with controlling the way that you think. Even big
challenges can be surpassed with a few simple techniques. Overcoming these
challenges will spur you on and encourage you to live the life you were born to live.
Instead of feeling fear, you will feel confident when approaching these perceived
roadblocks.
Now it!s okay to feel fear, as long as you allow that fear to propel you forward rather
than serve as a hindrance. The truth is, anything worth having is going to come with
some setbacks along the way and obstacles to overcome. Your willingness to face these
challenges head on will determine the level of success you achieve in your life. The
strategies you learn here can help you every day. If you take advantage of these
techniques, you will discover within yourself a much stronger person capable of
anything. Everyone suffers from fear from time to time. Some use the fear as an excuse
to give up, and others use that fear to motivate themselves to achieve their dreams. The
choice is yours.
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GET YOUR MIND ON TRACK
“Mindsets play strange tricks on us. We see things
the way our minds have instructed our eyes to see.”
– Muhammad Yumus
EXPECT THE BEST
The first step in overcoming any challenge is to expect the best out of the situation.
When you go into a challenge with the expectation of failure, chances are that you will
fail. Your mindset going into any situation plays a big role in whether or not you!re
going to reach success.
Even when your situation seems overwhelming and completely unbeatable, you can
choose to think the best of it. Find the good in the situation, learn from it, and focus on
solutions. When you do, you will routinely turn the frustrations of your life into
victories.
Try these strategies to focus your mindset on expecting the best:
1. Believe in yourself. You!re capable of accomplishing amazing things. You just have
to trust in your talents, abilities, and gifts.
!

Reflect on your previous accomplishments. You!ve certainly succeeded at
many things before, but you!ve likely forgotten. It’s easy to forget about past
success and only focus on current struggles or challenges. Take the time to
really focus on your previous victories and you will feel confident to tackle any
future challenges.

!

With the proper mindset in place, your talents, desires, and abilities will
naturally draw success to you. Even when you fall short, you will make the
most of the experience by learning from it and moving forward in a positive
direction.
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2. Give yourself positive pep talks. When you face a challenge, do you find yourself
saying, "I can!t do this?” If that!s the case, your self-talk is sabotaging your success.
Instead, tell yourself you can and will succeed.
!

Give yourself permission to make mistakes and learn from them.

!

Refuse to give up until you reach the goal(s) that you!ve set.

!

By simply changing what you tell yourself in certain situations, you can alter
the way your mind thinks about difficult circumstances in general.

3. Replace negative thinking with productive thinking. Think about the road before
you in a way that propels you toward success.
!

Replace thoughts of "I can!t” or "I!ll never make it” with productive thinking.
Tell yourself, "I!ll figure out a solution.”

!

Then focus on a solution, instead of the challenge. When something!s
frustrating you, put your mind to work in a productive manner. Think about
what!s great about the situation you!re in. How can you make it the way you
want it? This kind of thinking can only lead to success.

!

Remind yourself that the only way to fail is to give up and, instead, resolve to
keep putting one foot in front of the other until you reach your destination.
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LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING
In every situation, there is a silver lining to be found and appreciated.
•
•
•
•

Do you look at something that!s hard and get easily frustrated about how
difficult it is?
Do you always believe that the worst-case scenario is the likely outcome?
Do you consider the glass half empty or half full?
You can learn to think differently and steer your life in a different direction.

There!s something positive about the situation you!re in.
•
•
•
•
•

What!s the high point of the challenge you!re facing?
What can you learn from this?
How can you grow from this experience?
How will this experience make you a better person?
How will this event alter your future for the better?

Think of a stressful situation you are currently facing.
•

Take time right now to close your eyes and ask yourself, "What!s great about
this?” At first, your mind will likely answer something like, "Nothing!” Continue
to think about it until your mind gives you two or three satisfying answers.

•

This is different than thinking that everything is perfect when it!s not. Instead of
denying reality, you!re giving your mind a more accurate, balanced picture of
reality. Allowing your mind to realize that there are both positive and negative
aspects of your current situation puts yourself in a more productive frame of
mind to deal with those negative parts of that reality.

Discover the lesson.
•

Every situation has something to teach you if you!ll look for it. Ask yourself:
o What can I learn from this challenge about my abilities and my
circumstances?
o In what ways does facing this situation improve the quality of my life?
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C HANGING YOUR MINDSET
Changing your mindset can be a challenge, especially when you’re in trying situations.
Because you’re human, you’ll experience struggles from time to time. But when you
commit to apply these healthy strategies, you’ll discover success comes with controlling
what you think. Each section illustrates situations in which you can benefit, simply by
changing your mind.
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WHEN YOU ARE AFRAID
Fear is one of the strongest emotions you’ll ever feel. When you experience fear, your
body can go into a state where you either want to fight someone or something or run
away from what’s triggering your fear. This “fight or flight” phenomenon is a normal
response, which happens automatically when your body’s autonomic system takes over
during a crisis.
Yet, there might be other times when you feel fear and then experience frustration with
yourself for feeling it. You might notice others around you don’t appear to be afraid and
you’re a bit vexed about your own emotions. In essence, your emotions may generate
fear whenever the source of that fear isn’t generating fear in others.
For example, you’re on a walk with three other friends. Night is starting to fall and you
still have a half-mile to go in order to get back to your house. You feel a bit anxious
about being alone outside at night, but you’re unsure about why you feel this way.
When you feel fear in situations, but believe it’s unwarranted, take these steps:
1. Confront your fear. Identify that you’re feeling fearful. Label it.
2. Ask questions. Ask yourself, “Why am I feeling this way? What is the source of
these feelings?”
3. Examine your past. Perhaps you’ve had a prior experience where something scary
happened to you when you were in a situation similar to the one you’re in now.
‣

Continuing with the above example, maybe you were walking after dark twenty
years ago and someone came up behind you and snatched your purse.

‣

If there’s something traumatizing in your past and it’s causing you to feel an
overabundance of fear in certain situations, you might want to talk to a professional therapist to see if you can get help in alleviating your fears.

4. Be realistic. When you’re in the situation, do you really seem to be in imminent
danger? A good clue might be looking at those around you to further assess the situation.
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‣

If others appear relaxed and seem to be having a good time, consider the possibility that your fear is misplaced in this instance. (Granted that you’re around responsible likeminded people)

5. Share your fears. When you’re open about your fears, it truly helps to dissolve
them. Tell your friends when you’re feeling fearful. They’ll likely reach out to comfort you through a difficult situation.
6. Learn to self-soothe. It helps if you realize that you’re in the best position to calm
your own thoughts. Tell yourself you’ve made it through many things and you’ll
likely make it through the current situation unscathed.
‣

If you come to the conclusion there’s no real reason to feel afraid, tell yourself it
will be okay.

Although you’re entitled to your feelings, take the time to explore the reasons for your
troubling emotions. Once you determine your feelings may not have a real, warranted
source, you’ll be in a better position to conquer them by controlling your thoughts.

“It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to
entertain a thought without accepting it.”
~Aristotle
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WHEN YOU ARE CONSUMED WITH
NEGATIVITY
Do you notice more of the negative elements of your existence rather than focus on the
great things happening around you? Some of us, even though we may not know why,
are often focused on the negative aspects of life. Or you might find yourself being
negative in certain situations, like only when you’re with your sibling or your in-laws.
Consider the situation that’s triggering your negativity. If you’re consumed with it, then
you’re not noticing the positivity and brightness around you.
Apply these tips when you recognize you’re thinking negatively:
1. Stay in tune with yourself. Are you often disagreeing with others or bringing others
down by your negative comments? Watch what you’re saying to others. Observe
how others respond to your comments. Reflect on the reason you might harbor this
negativity.
2. Ask yourself, “why?” What are the reasons you’re being negative in the situation?
Are you actually a bit envious of your sibling because he or she is doing so well financially? Maybe you didn’t really feel like visiting your in-laws so you’re directing
your negative feelings toward your partner at the moment.
o When you figure out whether your negativity is situation-related or maybe because you’re just not feeling well this day, you’re in a better position to take action in controlling it.
3. Tell yourself to stop being negative. Although it sounds overly simplistic, you’re
the only one who can truly decide to stop these thoughts. If it will help, visualize a
red octagonal stop sign in your mind’s eye. Focus on the stop sign to arrest those
negative thoughts. Sometimes this mere distraction and focus on something specific
can serve as in aid in cancelling those negative thoughts.
4. Recognize. Rarely does anything positive come from your negativity. Plus, those
thoughts stand to make you feel worse about whatever situation you’re in, not better.
5. Challenge yourself. When you’re in a situation that typically triggers your negativity, focus on finding the positives. You may be surprised at what you discover.
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o For example, if you cannot stand spending time with your in-laws, decide to discover something positive about them the next time you’re with them.
o Maybe you share a love for the same type of music or your mother-in-law loves
the same movies as you. When you challenge yourself to find the silver lining in
a situation, your negativity will dissipate. This may not all happen overnight, but
overtime these negative thoughts will surely dissipate.
Only you have the power to flip your world from darkness to brightness. Simply by
refusing to take the route of negativity, you’ll discover your own personal strength.
When you leave the negative behind, you’ll discover nothing but positivity waiting for
you. That’s when you know you’ve taken control of your thoughts in the strongest
sense.

“Your living is determined not so much by what life
brings to you as by the attitude you bring to life;
not so much by what happens to you as
by the way your mind looks at what happens.”

~Khalil Gibran
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WHEN YOU LACK SELF - CONFIDENCE
Although it would be a lot to ask of yourself to be confident in every situation, it’s
important to feel as self-assured as possible, regardless of whatever’s going on around
you. Maybe you occasionally notice you lack feelings of confidence in specific types of
situations, like when you’re in a group of co-workers or when you’re with someone you
see as having the “perfect life.”
Regardless of what’s taking place at the time, control your feelings of low confidence
by:
1. Identifying with your strengths. It’s good to acknowledge your strengths so you can rely on
them when you need some extra confidence boosting.
2. Realizing the unique differences among people. One of your friends might have an expensive car and a great job and you may envy him for those reasons. But, why not change your
focus? You have a spouse that you love, three kids who adore you, and a comfortable home
with a yard that brings you hours of pleasure and happiness.
o

Although your existence is quite different from your friend’s, you still have your own set
of benefits. Even though you see the great things about the lives of others, you still possess the ability to acknowledge your own treasures.

o

You can feel confident for completely different reasons than your friends do. Their lives
have their own special elements, as does yours. Do not allow your mind to lose sight of
that.

3. Use journaling. Get to the root of what’s blocking your confidence by writing about your
thoughts. Include what happened in your day, what you thought, how you felt, and the behaviors you displayed.
o

Seek self-understanding in your writings. Learn as much about yourself as possible.

4. Consistently move forward, even if it’s a little at a time. The times you’re lacking in confidence may be in conjunction with time periods when you feel your life is stagnant.
o

When you make this connection, you’ll be more likely to keep pushing forward to
achieve your goals.

o

In the process, you may re-discover your self-assuredness and the will to keep excelling
so you can rise to the top of your game.
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You can bolster your own confidence by accepting the fact your levels of selfassuredness will fluctuate over time. However, remain steady on the path of the life you
strive for. This ensures your confidence will be consistently there for you.

“To enjoy good health, to bring true happiness to one's family, to bring peace to all, one must first
discipline and control one's own mind. If a man can control his mind he can find the way to Enlightenment, and all wisdom and virtue will naturally come to him.”
~Buddha
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WHEN YOU JUST WANT TO GET SOME GOOD
SLEEP
One of the biggest challenges to controlling your thoughts is when you’ve just laid
down to sleep. Depending on the excitement of the day and the events you’ve been involved in
recently, your thoughts can rob you of a decent night’s sleep.
Put these tips into action to control your thoughts and enjoy a good night’s sleep:
1. Allow your thoughts to flood in. Initially when you lie down, let your thoughts come in to
your mind. Give them five or ten minutes to just do their thing. They’ll likely fizzle out during those moments.
2. If your mind is pretty active after ten minutes or so, now it’s time to take control. Tell
yourself you want to settle down for the night. Acknowledge your day was full or exciting,
but now you want to get calm and go to sleep.
3. Take four or five deep breaths. Breathe air in through your nose and release it through your
mouth. When you breathe deeply, it relaxes your body and you’ll be more likely to fall asleep
quickly.
4. Count backwards. Start at 500 and count backwards to yourself. Rather than fighting
against your thoughts, let them flow in and out as you refocus on your counting. Chances are
good you’ll fall asleep before you get to zero. This works similarly to when you were a child
and your parents told you to count sheep.
‣

If counting down from 500 doesn’t put you to sleep, start at 500 again and go backwards. Visualizing the numbers in your head will combat your intrusive thoughts.

5. Do NOT turn on the television or your cell phone. These activities are the most common
culprits behind insomnia. The brightness from the screen serves to stimulate you more than
allowing you to drift into your slumber.
o

Scrolling on social media keeps your mind stimulated and this is counter productive

o

Although many may argue that watching television or a movie helps them go to sleep,
science does not support this. You may drift to sleep sometimes while watching television, but more than likely if that is you, you would have been sleep after the first
exercise of counting down from 500.
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6. Sit up and read a book. If you’ve gone through counting 500 backwards three times, you
may want to sit up and read a book. If your body is relaxed or tired enough, you’ll notice
your eyelids starting to get droopy after you read for a few minutes.
o

As soon as they do, turn out the lights, and repeat your deep breaths and counting.

7. Practice good sleep hygiene. Establishing a stable bedtime and routine is essential
to your sleep hygiene. This allows your circadian rhythm to flow naturally, which is
responsible for your sleep and wake cycles.
o

Use the bed for sleep and sex only. If you have poor habits of watching movies in bed, eating in bed, working virtually in bed, etc, this can contribute to
your insomnia. Limit the use of the bed throughout the day.

o

Avoid stimulants before bed. This includes coffee, chocolate, any medications
with caffeine or stimulant effects.

o

Avoiding excessive napping throughout the day. Of course we all could use a
good nap from time to time, and that is fine. If you find it becoming a daily
routine and it is interfering with your sleep regimen, then it is imperative to
rid your daily routine of those. If you cannot function without a nap during
the day, more than likely you are not getting an adequate amount and quality
of sleep at night.

o

If you have tried all of these tips and nothing seems to be working, it is possible that you need to seek a specialist to look further into potential underlying
medical problems.

Fighting your thoughts at bedtime can work against falling asleep. Instead, allow in
your thoughts, but set a finite amount of time for them, take some deep breaths, and
start counting to take control of your mind. You have the power to attain the good
night’s sleep you deserve and need to be productive the next day.

“Any idea, plan, or purpose may be placed in the mind through repetition of thought.”
~Napoleon Hill
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WHEN YOU WISH TO BE MORE PRODUCTIVE
Your level of productivity isn’t just about how much you work, but also about what’s
going on in your mind. The level of productivity you actually achieve is dependent
upon how you think. In essence, your mind can be your best friend, your worst enemy,
or somewhere in between when you want to put forth your greatest work effort.
The 5 steps in becoming more productive:
1. Set a specific goal. In your mind, tell yourself, “I want to make 15 sales today,” or “I
will type a ten-page report before I leave today.” Establish a realistic productivity
goal for yourself. Make sure the specific goal you set is realistic and possible for you
to complete within the set timeframe.
2. Avoid feeling overwhelmed. Instead of allowing those feelings of, “I can’t do it,” or
“This is too much,” or “There’s not enough time in the day,” refrain from overthinking. Instead, tell yourself, “This is a lot, but I am built for the challenge.”
o

Changing your thoughts about large projects can make them seem much easier,
enabling you to approach them with gusto and get them done.

o

With large projects, it can be helpful to break them up into smaller projects. This
allows you to still see the big picture, but focus in on small, attainable goals at a
time.

3. Track your progress. At the end of the day, think about what you achieved. “I completed half of the ten-page report that’s not due until next week,” or “I made 9 sales
today, but tomorrow I will make 15!”
o

Focus on what you’ve accomplished rather than on what you have yet to do.
Glass half full or glass half empty.

o

This is where checklists come in handy to some people. Having a checklist of 10
items, and being able to track your progress with checkmarks helps to serve as a
visual aid.
•

I’ve seen some people that find it better to delete things off their “todo” list as they accomplish it. They find joy in seeing the list get smaller.

•

For me, personally, I like to keep everything on the original list and
check or cross them off, because there’s a sense of satisfaction in visual17
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izing all that I have completed. Whichever method works best for you;
it’s your choice.
4. Block out all negative vibes. If you dwell on negative thoughts and feelings, you’ll
only get bogged down. Instead, refuse to let them in and be relentless about charging forward and getting things done.
5. Practice meditation. Those who meditate on a regular basis experience many benefits: they live calmer lives, have the confidence to make it through the tough spots,
and are less affected by overwhelming situations.
o

By simply meditating twice a day for 10-20 minutes, can help you gain back your
power and give 100% to your work.

Achieving the level of productivity you want is completely up to you. Your mindset
and thoughts make all the difference when it comes to accomplishing what you hope to
achieve. When you recognize the results you can achieve, it will be easier to make a
consistent effort to alter your focus, change your feelings, and become more productive
every single day.
“Nobody can change your mind. You must take that responsibility all by yourself.”
~Anonymous
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WHEN YOUR ANGER IS TAKING OVER
We all feel angry occasionally. Anger is a normal human feeling. However, does your
anger seem like it has crept into every corner of your life? Is it taking over?
Who is causing your anger? Is it your family? Co-workers? Friends? Better yet, is it
yourself that’s causing you anger? If this anger is overflowing into other facets of your
life, it is time to do something about it. A life filled with anger is a life requiring
immediate changes.
Apply these 6 strategies when you are feeling angry:
1. Localize it. Spend some “alone-time" thinking about who or what is triggering the anger.
Are you angry at a situation or a person? Rather than spreading your anger throughout your
life, get it localized so you understand exactly why you’re angry.
o

When you don’t localize your anger, it is easy for you to spread it to the undeserving people in your life. This is an imperative first step.

2. Acknowledge your lack of control over certain situations and/or people. When you
acknowledge that you’re unable to control some events and other people, you can let it go
and focus on moving forward with the things that you can control.
o

It’s true that you can’t control what another person says or does. So sometimes, you just
need to remind yourself of this to help you better control your anger.

o

Although you cannot control what another person says or does, you can certainly control
the way in which you react to it. Quite frankly, sometimes the best reaction, is no reaction
at all.

4. Release your anger. It’s easier said than done to just “let go” of your anger. But the reality is
that if you can begin practicing this technique, your life will get easier.
o

For example, if you’re mad at your spouse for using the wrong cleaning product on your
cook top and ruining it. Accept the situation and move on with it.

o

Think of things you can do instead of be angry: be happy that your spouse has been trying to help out more around the house and his/her intentions were good.

5. Change the scenery. Remove yourself from a situation or people who are triggering your
angry feelings. For example, take a walk, go for a bike ride, or go work in your yard. Typi19
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cally physical exercise, reading a good book, journaling, or some type of self-care activity is
helpful in alleviating some of the anger.
6. Focus on yourself. What are your goals? Put your emotional energy back into your own life.
Rejuvenate your spirit and move toward achieving your dreams.

There’s no room for anger in a life well-lived. When you promise yourself, you won’t be
consumed by the poison of anger, you’ll become tranquil and more pleased than you
ever thought possible.

“Your heart will try to change your mind but
your mind knows what's best for you.”
~Sonya Parker
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WHEN DETERMINING IF YOU SHOULD END
AN UNHEALTHY RELATIONSHIP
Although you might think you’re stuck in an unhealthy, the fact is your mind is what’s
stuck, not you. You’ve convinced yourself that you’re unable to change or end the
relationship.
The good news is you can control your thoughts when it comes to trying to figure out
how to handle unhealthy relationships. However, we must acknowledge, this isn’t
always easy.
To make relationship decisions that serve you well, try these 7 steps:
1. Review the pros of your relationship. Write down the positive aspects of your relationship.
Does your current relationship allow you to enjoy at least 75% of what you’re after in a relationship? If not, calculate the amount.
2. Why do you feel that the relationship is unhealthy? Also, write down those cons of your
relationship. How do your two lists measure up? Are the items on your con list fixable?
o

If you find yourself feeling afraid of your partner or being concerned about your children,
these are red flags to break away from that person or at least seek expert guidance immediately.

3. Look at the bottom line. What will you lose if you end the relationship? What will you gain
if you choose to stay and work things out? Refuse to allow sympathy or concerns for your
partner to determine your final decision as to whether you should stay or go. This can be extremely difficult to remove your emotions out of your decision, but it is imperative that you
are not blindsided and find yourself making excuses for them and why you need to stay. Before you know it, you feel stuck again.
o

Although you both may love each other, sometimes love isn’t enough.

o

If your partner is threatening you or constantly making remarks which are damaging to
you, consider the overall end results of their behavior. What effect will this have on you,
your life, and your children?

4. Your mind allows you to feel trapped so it is important to change your mindset. Situations can almost always be changed. Regardless of whether you live in the same home, or are
just dating, there’s a way out for you. It just depends on whether you choose to pursue it. The
21
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first and most difficult step is making the decision to leave. Once you have crossed that
bridge, the rest gets much easier (although not easy at all).
o

Never remain in a toxic relationship that you really want to escape from because of feeling trapped.

o

Some people use a lack of money as an excuse for staying in a contentious relationship. If
this factor concerns you, make a financial exit plan that could work for you. In most cases, you do not have to make this decision overnight. As soon as you realize the toxicity of
the situation that you are in, it is important to start on your exit plan if financial security
is your reason for holding back.

5. Change your thoughts. You can switch your thinking from, “I’m caught up in this bad relationship,” to “I have the power to change this relationship by changing my outlook.” Decide
to think about creating the positive relationship you want and doing what’s necessary to meet
this goal, rather than replaying the negatives of it. Once you have made the decision to leave,
there is no need to keep replaying the negative aspects in your head. This will only further
upset you.
o

Think about your last semester of school, just before graduation. You are stressed out
with exams and term papers and all you can think of is the stressful situation you are
in currently. When you shift your thoughts from replaying all the things that stress
you out, to focusing on graduation, the goal, the light at the end of the tunnel, your
energy and whole mindset is changed. For this reason, many people use “
countdowns” up to a big day whether it be a wedding, a well-deserved vacation,
graduation, etc.

6. Change your behavior now. If you’re in a bad relationship, you can switch how you react.
This may allow you to overcome some of the difficulties.
o

If you normally argue back when your spouse raises their voice to you, stop and listen to
what they have to say instead. Make a concerted effort to understand your partner.

o

Arguing back is only going to make you more upset, and likely is not going to change
anyone’s mind. Save your energy for something positive and more productive.

7. Find a neutral person to talk to. It can help immensely to speak to someone who’s completely uninvolved with you and your situation.
o

Talking to a friend or family member may also be helpful, but they are usually too emotionally invested in your life to give unbiased advice.

o

You may want to consider talking to a therapist or counselor who is a neutral party and
trained to listen.
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Controlling your thought process when it comes to relationships can be quite a
challenge. You may have gotten used to how things have been. Or you may simply feel
unsure about what to do next. After you identify the pros and cons of remaining in a
relationship or leaving it, you can then proceed to the next steps to determine what you
should do next. By following these strategies, you’ll be able to clarify in your mind what
is best for you and your specific situation.

“Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future,
concentrate the mind on the present moment.”
~Buddha
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WHEN YOU WANT TO FEEL COMFORTABLE
BEING ALONE
One of the most trying situations for many of us is learning how to be alone. Your mind
may interpret spending time alone as, “Nobody wants to be with me,” “I must be a
loser,” or “I feel unsafe when I’m alone.”
Yet it’s wise for us to get comfortable with solitude, quiet, and aloneness. We can find
peace and time for our solitary pursuits when we’re by ourselves. There are plenty of
reasons to get comfortable with being alone.
If you’re struggling to cope with being by yourself, employing these ABC strategies
will help:
1. Acknowledge that alone time is different. No one else is present for you to watch or listen
to. You have no one to talk to in person. Being alone is in a class all by itself and should be
treated as such.
2. Being alone is ok. Simply tell yourself that everyone’s alone from time to time and there’s
really nothing unusual about it. Recognizing and accepting solitude as a part of life will help
you in adjusting to this experience.
3. Consider this as a time to focus on yourself. Learn to cherish your alone time. It belongs
only to you and you can think or do whatever you like during those times.
o

While you’re alone, ask yourself what you hope to achieve within the next six months or
year and make exciting plans to move forward toward your dreams. It is difficult to plan
out your dreams and visions when you are with others. Although you may have a significant other that you want to include in your planning and dreaming, it is best to initially do
this separately. When you have uninterrupted alone time, you can prioritize your goals
and dreams rather than compromising to fit into someone else’s dreams or schedule.

o

Another great use for time alone is to take advantage of the time to engage in self-care
activities. Whether you would like to pursue a new hobby, exercise, take a nap, get your
nails done or maybe even just curl up with a good book in your backyard, self-care activities allow you to relax, unwind and settle in from a normally busy and stressful life.

You can change your thinking about spending time by yourself. One key to a happier
life is learning to take advantage of time you have alone to do as you wish.
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“The need for change bulldozed a road down the center of my mind.”

~Maya Angelou
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F INDING SOLUTIONS
WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS YOU CAN TAKE
TO MAKE IT BETTER ?
Think of something in your life that!s frustrating you. Instead of thinking of all the
reasons this bothers you, think about ways you can make it better. Is there someone you
can ask for help? Are there habits that you can change?
The questions you pose to yourself about your situation will determine your attitude.
Your attitude will determine your chances of success. Ask yourself why things are so
frustrating, and your mind will return many reasons for you to be frustrated. Ask
yourself how you can solve the dilemma you face, and your mind will give you the
answers you seek.
If you spend your time complaining about your circumstance, you!ll continue to spin
your wheels never leave the ground. Instead of denying reality, make your reality better
by asking yourself how you can change things for the better.

“Worrying is like a rocking chair; it gives you
something to do, but doesn’t get you anywhere.”
– Van Wilder
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STAY AWAY FROM UNPRODUCTIVE !WHAT
I F "S ”
When you worry about what may happen in the future, you avoid the productive
thinking that can make all the difference in your life presently. Challenges can help you
grow as a person, or it can cause you to stop you in your tracks. The choice is yours.
Be strong and face what!s in front of you. The more you face your fears head on, the
more confident and motivated you!ll become as you consciously step closer and closer
to your dreams. Before you know it, you won’t think twice about facing your fears head
on.
The list of what-ifs could go on forever; but only if you allow it to.... "What if I
embarrass myself? What if I fall short? What if this doesn!t work? What if I fail?” Your
mind will answer those questions and prevent you from ever moving forward. Is this
what you truly want?
But what if you asked questions like:
o

What would I do if it were impossible for me to fail?

o

What would my life be like if I attained this goal?

o

How would my loved ones be affected by my success?

o

Who can I learn from that has already experienced the success I am seeking?

o

What small step can I take today to create an unstoppable positive momentum

toward my success?
Can you see the difference? Just thinking about those questions makes you feel more
powerful and in charge of your future. One set of questions makes you huff and puff.
The other set of questions gets you fired up, believing that your success is inevitable.
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With the right set of questions and productive thinking, you!ll be on your way to your
dream. With a successful mentor and a positive, productive approach, you!ll continue
moving forward until the success you envision comes to pass.

“Worry does not empty tomorrow of its sorrow;
it empties today of its strength.”
– Corrie Ten Boom
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE RESOURCES
AVAILABLE TO YOU
Solutions may come in several different ways:
1. Help from others. Has anyone you know gone through a similar circumstance and
come out successfully? Are there books written by people who!ve succeeded in this
area that detail how they arrived at their success? Can anyone in your community or
network help you with this project?
!

Ask your friends and family if they!ve faced a challenge similar to yours, and
ask what steps they took to accomplish their goal.

!

Listen to what they have to say and see if you can implement their ideas into
your own situation.

!

Often times, people face things alone because they never want to receive help
from others. Remaining humble is essential in allowing help from your
supportive network.

2. Research. Thankfully, you can succeed even if you lack some knowledge about the
path you must take. The web and your local library contain a wealth of information
that can shorten your learning curve and speed you on the path to your success.
!

Look online for references about your situation. Read through discussion
forums and message boards to see what others have to say about similar
challenges their readers may have faced. How did they overcome them?

!

Why waste time making mistakes, when you can learn from others who!ve
gone before you? Stay focused and determined to find solutions to your
challenges.

!

Be mindful of the sites you are garnering this information from. The
information collected on the internet are to propel you forward and not act as a
hindrance. If you find yourself becoming upset or overwhelming, stop the
internet searching immediately. We all have had times when we searched the
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internet for medical symptoms for a quick answer to our problems, only to find
that the internet has taken a small tension headache and led us to believe that
we have a large brain tumor. Be careful with your internet research. It is always
best to consult with your doctor when you are having medical problems.
3. Creative thinking. Out-of-the-box thinking can help you see your situation in a
whole new perspective. Brainstorm new ideas and consider the benefits of each idea
as a possible solution.
o

If you are a visual person, you may find this to be more helpful on a dry erase
board, chalkboard, or even blank paper. Brainstorming new ideas and
looking at the possibilities will allow you to have a creative approach in
solving your problems.

“Lack of resource has hanged many a person.”
– Irish proverb

!
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MAKE A PLAN OF ACTION
YOUR PLAN
Starting today, map out a plan for your project. What!s the next step you
need to take?
When you complete the first step, what do you do next? What do you do
after that? Coming up with a game plan is simple. All you do is list the
steps you must take in order. You can tweak and improve your plan as you
receive feedback on what is working and what is not.
“A good plan is like a road map; it shows the
final destination and, usually, the best way to get there.”
– H. Stanley Judd
Sometimes, the best way to lay out a roadmap is simply to brainstorm and
write down ideas for possible tasks as fast as you can. You can always edit
the list later. Whatever you decide to do, write your list quickly and then
get started on the first task. Your task list and plan will evolve as you
progress toward your goal, gather feedback on your progress, and learn
from others.
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TAKE DECISIVE ACTION
Once you!ve set out your plan of action, take the first action step immediately. Instead
of sitting around and looking at your plan, hoping things work in your favor, make
things work in your favor by taking the first step forward. This will create momentum
and motivate you to truly believe in the probability of your success.
Following through is the key that unlocks your success. You!re strong enough to
accomplish anything you want if you!re willing to follow through. As you go, notice
what is working and celebrate those victories. Notice what!s not working and tweak
your plan as you go, learning from your mistakes and seeking the advice of successful
people that you trust.
The hardest part about accomplishing any goal is getting started. The good news,
though, is that once you!re moving in the right direction, you!ll be unstoppable if you
choose to be. Challenges that seem insurmountable when you begin your journey will
seem like stepping stones that will continue to propel you upward.
Troubles along the way simply serve as feedback. They serve as markers that tell you
that something needs to be altered on your predetermined plan. Remember that the
path to your destiny is far from a straight line. You!ll find it to be a meandering path;
however, with perseverance you will arrive at your goal. Whether you succeed or

fail is entirely up to you.
“No one will believe in you if you don’t believe in yourself.”
– Liberace
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LEARN F ROM YOUR C HALLENGES
Learning from challenges is a key factor that separates successful people from those
who are not successful.
When you take the time to reflect on the things you!ve accomplished and how you got
there, you!ll find patterns that you can repeat for many other goals you set in your life.
Why make the same mistakes, when you!ve already learned how to succeed?
Every situation is different. But often the same creative approaches and tactics you!ve
applied in previous situations can be applied again to overcome new challenges. When
you succeed, write down the steps you took and the results you got. Let this be your
success journal that you refer to again and again when making plans for new
endeavors.
As an added benefit, you!ll grow as a person when you reflect on your successes. Too
often, we vividly remember our failures and shortcomings. But there are many things in
your life that you!ve accomplished, so magnify those things by taking the time to
remember and celebrate those victories.
When you take the time to meditate on your successes, you!ll begin to jump at the
chance to go after new and more challenging goals. Instead of cowering in fear, you!ll
welcome the pressure because you know the talents and abilities you possess are
perfect for overcoming any obstacles.

REMEMBER THE NEGATIVES , TOO
Thinking productively requires you to focus on the downsides, too. We all make
mistakes. The key, though, is to learn from those mistakes. Decide today that you!ll
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welcome mistakes as opportunities to learn and grow. When you do, nothing can stop
you.
As you reflect on the steps you!ve already taken to reach your goal and begin to create a
plan to conquer your next challenge, ask yourself:
!

What obstacles did I overcome to meet my challenges so far?

!

How do I overcome the newest obstacles?

!

What can I learn from my past challenges that can help me be a better person in
the future?

!

How can these lessons improve the quality of my life?

Productive thinking is a balanced approach. If you ignore the positive things you!ve
achieved in your life, you!ll miss the value of those accomplishments. If you ignore the
challenges you faced and the lessons they bring you, you!ll miss the value in those as
well.
Together, your successes and lessons are the teachers and tour guides that will lead you
to the fulfilling life you!ve always dreamed about. When life gets scary, read your
success journal and remind yourself what you!re capable of. When the negative voice
inside of you wants to close your dreams before you get started, your success journal
can silence that inner voice.
The only thing that separates a successful person from one who only dreams of success
is a willingness to decide what you want, take action, and respond effectively to the
feedback you receive as you go. Learning from others can make this process much
easier, but you have everything inside of you to succeed.

“Courage is not the absence of fear, but rather the judgment
that something else is more important than fear.”
– Ambrose Redmoon
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SUMMARY
You set the pace for exercising the power to control your own thinking in order to overcome your challenges. Although you can seek out guidance or assistance from others,
you’re ultimately the one to make the final choice about changing your thinking. You’re
responsible for everything going on in your head.
Step up to take control and change your thoughts from the negative feelings and beliefs
that hold you back to positive thoughts that will propel you forward for the rest of your
life.
“As a single footstep will not make a path on the earth, so a single thought will not
make a pathway in the mind. To make a deep physical path, we walk again and again.
To make a deep mental path, we must think over and over the kind of thoughts we wish
to dominate our lives.”
~Henry David Thoreau
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